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1. Background and Project Area 

1.1 Project Overview 

The aquatic facility environment within the Mackay region is changing.  Currently Council is responsible for the following aquatic facilities: 

• Bluewater Lagoon; 

• Memorial Swim Centre; 

• Mirani Swim Centre; 

• Pioneer Swim Centre;  

• Sarina Swim Centre; and 

• Seaforth. 
 
Each of these centres have varying facility component mixes, user profiles and management arrangements, some ageing and/ or non-contemporary 
facilities and require increasing financial subsidisation from Council. 
 
Council is also partnering with Central Queensland University (CQU) to develop a new aquatic centre within the Mackay Regional Sports Precinct 
(MRSP).  Council’s vision for the MRSP aquatic centre is for this facility to service both the community of central/ south Mackay and the high-
performance needs of the Mackay region.  Some communities within the Mackay region are considered by Council to be underserviced, and in particular 
the major growth area of the northern beaches.  Aquatic facility trends are also changing rapidly, including a shift towards centres that attract all user 
markets, including from the recreation and leisure; competitive/ training/ fitness; education; and health and therapy markets.  Management of 
Council’s aquatic facilities have most recently been managed under a lease arrangement and some of these arrangements may not be fully maximising 
community outcomes, visitation and the viability of the centres.   
 
Other key study considerations include: 

• The future of Memorial Swim Centre given the planned development of the new Mackay Regional Sports Precinct Aquatic Centre estimated to 
be open by early 2019; 

• Should Pioneer Swim Centre be upgraded or resources focussed towards a new aquatic facility to service the Northern Beaches catchment; 

• The co-location of the Mirani Swim Centre and the adjacent caravan park should continue as this model has resulted in effective management 
outcomes; and  

• Council should continue its partnership with Education Queensland in order to ensure public access continues for the Sarina Swim Centre. 

 
Based on this changing environment, Council is seeking the preparation of a Regional Aquatic Strategy to: 
 

Guide the future aquatic facility provision, development, facility mix, and management arrangements for the Mackay region for 
the next 15 years. 
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2. Mackay Regional Aquatic Future Direction  

2.1 Summary of Operational, Management and Market Research Findings 

2.1.1 Project Area Overview 

In 2016 in the Mackay Regional Council LGA there were estimated to be 115,000 residents.  This was an increase of approximately 2,000 more residents 
from the 2011 ABS Census. Most people (approximately 65% or 75,000 people) live in the Mackay City and suburbs area whilst 35% (40,000 people 
approximately) live in smaller townships and rural areas. 
 
The Mackay LGA has a higher proportion of people in the younger age groups (under 15 years) and a lower proportion of people in the older age groups 
(65+ years) compared to Regional Queensland.  This suggests from an aquatic centre perspective there is likely to be more demand for learn-to-swim 
and recreational aquatic facilities than older adult focussed indoor warm water.   
 
However, it is estimated that there will be a higher proportion of older adults 40+ years for both the Mackay LGA and local council swim centre 
catchments by 2027 compared to the younger population of 0-39 years.  This will increase the demand for older adult’s facilities including indoor warm 
water pools and programs. 
 
With a higher proportion of people earning a high income and a lower proportion of low income people compared to Regional Queensland, and a 
relatively low level of disadvantage, the Mackay LGA community is less likely to be price sensitive to fees and charges to access the aquatic centre 
facilities, programs and services at its 5 aquatic centres.   
 
Population catchments have been plotted for each aquatic centre and it shows that there is a duplication of facilities in the Mackay City urban areas 
with competing user catchments whilst The Northern Beaches locality may be underserviced for aquatic facilities based on the findings of the literature 
review, including: 

• The Mackay Regional Council Community Facilities Strategy 2015 notes that only one new aquatic centre has been identified for the region, in 
the Northern Beaches area. 

Since the Open Space, Sport and Recreation Strategy (OSSR) 2010-2016 (Incorporating Aquatic Strategy), several investigations have been undertaken 
into the condition of pool assets and changes have been made to the management arrangements of several pools.  However, the majority of facility 
development and refurbishment recommendations have not been undertaken. 
 
OSSR (2010) key aquatic facility recommendations were: 
 

1. Council should seek to include sufficient funding in future capital works and maintenance budgets to undertake the minor rectification works 
recommended in the Condition Assessment report for all Council Pools. Under review. 

2. Council should undertake a Detailed Condition Analysis of the structure of the Memorial and Pioneer Pools during the 2011 shutdown period to 
determine their realistic remaining useful life. Complete (Fong 2011). 
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3. Undertake further negotiation with Sarina State High School to resolve community access issues. Complete. 
4. Review management arrangements and leasing conditions at Mirani Pool with a view to resolving community concerns about limited opening hours 

and poor program access. Revise the layout of traffic circulation and parking to increase pedestrian safety for those using the facility. In 
progress. 

5. Explore market opportunities and invite expressions of interest for a professional, experienced aquatic facility operator(s) to manage one, several 
or all of Council’s pools. In progress. 

6. Commence planning for the upgrade of Pioneer Swim Centre as Council’s main regional standard competition facility. Finalise the upgrade 
concept and priorities and seek external funding support for upgrading over the next 3- 5 years. Under review. 

7. Seek external funding for the redevelopment of Seaforth wading pool to a zero-depth water play area. 
8. Consider the immediate (next 3-5 years) future of Memorial Swim Centre following the completion of the detailed condition assessment and levels 

of demand after the upgrading of the Pioneer Swim Centre. Under review. 
9. Longer term consideration of the future of Memorial Swim Centre should consider projected costs to repair, maintain and operate balanced 

against demand and possible closure of Memorial Swim Centre after the upgrade of Pioneer Swim Centre as the main competition pool and prior 
to or after the development of the proposed new Northern Beaches Facility. Under review. 

10. Identify a preferred location for development of a new aquatic facility within the Northern Beaches area at a central location (possibly Bucasia) 
as part of an integrated indoor sports, fitness and aquatic complex. Ensure the facility is incorporated into future reviews of the Public Parks 
and Community Facilities Land Infrastructure Plan and seek external funding to assist with development. Under review. 

11. Consider future upgrades of Mirani Swimming Pool to improve access, shade and possible heating of the pool and seek funding when appropriate 
external grants or programs are available. Under review. 

12. Plan for the development of a new aquatic facility in the Ooralea locality including the potential for partnership with the Central Queensland 
University campus. In progress. 

 

2.1.2 Current Aquatic Facilities Review and Industry Trends 

The operational trends review for Council’s Aquatic Centres indicates visitations have dropped since 2014/15 from a total of 305,555 visits to 292,443 visits made to 
Council’s five current aquatic facilities in 2017/18.  Bluewater Lagoon attracts by far most visitors at 202,107 (69.1%).  The remaining facilities attract low visitation of 
between 13,338/visits at Mirani Swim Centre (SC) through to 30,974/visits at Memorial SC.  
 
The total cost to Council to operate the aquatic centres in 2017/18 was $2,705,003. Bluewater Lagoon was the highest cost of Councils aquatic 
facilities with an annual cost to Council of $1,563,543 (2017/18). Sarina Swim Centre is the lowest cost aquatic facility for Council at $98,832 
(2017/18).   
 
Industry trends indicate the traditional outdoor water facilities across Australia are continuing to drop visitations whilst continuing to increase in operating costs due to 
high staffing, energy and maintenance operating expenditure.  These trends are evident at Councils aquatic centres. 
 
With more than 360 swimming centres built between 1956 and 1968 across Australia there has been an ongoing need in the past decade to retrofit, redevelop and 
replace many of the older traditional swim up and down facilities.   
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This facility review has highlighted the Mackay urban aquatic centres (excluding Bluewater lagoon) are all ageing 1960s/70s facilities that offer similar traditional 
outdoor competition and training swim up and down water areas and older program pools.  Importantly most of these pools were developed as local suburban pools 
because in those days most people recreated and played sport locally.   
With greater access to personal transport, more leisure time and many more people with greater income to spend on sport and recreation activities we have seen the 
need to close many of the aged/poor condition/high cost local facilities and replace them with larger district and regional facilities so they can attract more users and 
be more sustainable.   
 
To some extent Councils development of the Bluewater Lagoon as a modern family and children’s leisure experience and support for the “state of the art” MRSP 
Aquatic Centre is consistent with these national trends but it has also not reviewed the need to change the local facility mix (older aquatic facilities that will fall into 
the new facilities user catchment zones, when these new facilities are operational). 
 
The successful aquatic facility redevelopment trends have seen new innovative water areas linked to traditional competition and event swimming pools.  This includes 
development of water play and splash pads with programmable water areas for education and therapy activities such as warm water for older adults and additions of 
health and fitness facilities all aimed to attract greater user markets, which include the recreation and leisure; competitive/ training/ fitness; education; and health 
and therapy markets. 
 
Overall, when compared to national benchmarking (CERM1), Mackay Regional Council aquatic facilities generate low visitation.  The subsidy per visit for the majority of 
facilities is lower than national benchmarking, with the exception of the Memorial and Mirani Swim Centres which generate a much higher subsidy per visit.  There are 
many factors that may be influencing the low visitation and high subsidy per visit of Councils Aquatic Centres, including: 

• Ageing, non-contemporary facility mix that is costly to maintain 
and not attractive to the broader community to regularly use; 

• User catchments in the Mackay City urban area cutting across 
each other due to close location of aquatic centres (this will 
further impact when the new MRSP Aquatic Centre is built). 

• Reducing visitations and ongoing operating cost increases for 
labour, energy and maintenance. 

• Relatively low entry fees; and  

• Limited program delivery and membership generation to attract 
regular use and income due to similar aged and limited facility 
components. 

Restructuring of facility management and new lease arrangements at some facilities have made operational savings but the longer-term trends show reduced visitation 
and increasing operating costs leading to ongoing increased operating subsidies that need to be met by Council. 
 

                                                 
1 CERM is the University of South Australia’s ‘Centre for Environmental and Recreation Management’ and is recognised nationally for the development 
of performance indicators for indoor sporting centres, and aquatic & leisure centres. CERM PI ® data measures operational management efficiency 
(cost recovery, operational ratios, catchment usage rates, secondary spending etc). Participation and provision of information is on a voluntary 
subscription basis. Most facilities on the CERM database are local government owned. Data for 2016 categorised aquatic centres by the type of facility 
(ie outdoor only, indoor only, or indoor and outdoor) and further segmented it by the size (m2) of the facility. 2016 CERM data was used as the most 
recent CERM data does not segment pools by size.  It should be noted participation in, and provision of information for, the CERM database is on a 
purely voluntary subscription basis. To that end their database represents a “convenience sample” and is not necessarily representative of all 
Australian aquatic centres. For this reason, CERM data serves as a comparative guide only, based on similar pools on their database but it does not 
represent a definitive standard.    
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The Bluewater Lagoon is in a high-profile location within the CBD and adjacent to Mackay’s major shopping centre (Caneland’s), however with this facility being “free 
entry”, it is the costliest to operate. 
 
Several rectification works have been identified across Council’s aquatic centres, including immediate works that need to be undertaken as urgent works.  Whilst cost 
estimates have not been prepared, the total repair and replacement costs are likely to be significant.  ‘The Memorial 50m pool structure appears stable and concrete 
cores have indicated sound dense concrete with low chloride level. It is probable the structure will have a life of a further 10-15 years [from 2011 – remaining life 
estimated 2021 -2026] before major reinforcement corrosion or significant repair of replacement would need consideration’ (Fong, Condition Report 2011).  Further, 
the location of the Memorial Swim Centre south of the Pioneer River means that it has the potential to service the central/ southern Mackay catchment, however this 
locality will be serviced by the new MRSP Aquatic Centre in future. 
 
Given it is approximately 30 minutes (60 minutes round trip) from Sarina to the new MRSP Aquatic Centre and due to the relatively low cost to Council 
of the Sarina Swim Centre, it is important Council continue to negotiate community access with Education Queensland. 
 
The continuation of the Mirani Swim Centre as a rural pool will be important as it services both the local community and the localities to its west. 
 
Council does not currently have the internal experience in managing aquatic centres consistent with contemporary management, program and service 
delivery.  On this basis, lease or contract management arrangements with specialist aquatic facility operators will likely be required to be maintained 
in future.  However, based on the low visitation, there needs to be an increased focus (including performance management arrangements) on program 
generation, delivery and user expansion.  Key operational trends for the aquatic centres are detailed as follows. 
 
1. Operational Costs and Visitation Trends 
 
The review of visitation and revenue trends indicates Bluewater Lagoon has the highest annual visitation.  As all venues are under contract 
arrangements whereby the operator retains all income, it is not possible to undertake an analysis of revenue and revenue per visit.  As a combined 
aquatic service, the centres attract over 292,000/visits.    
 
When comparing aquatic facility visitation, it should also be noted that more than 202,000 visits have been recorded at Bluewater Lagoon in 2017/18 so 
this provides an alternative option for people looking for a no cost leisure water experience. 
The long operational hours offered at each facility have seen high supervisory staffing costs continue to impact on operating losses at each facility.  
This is despite a reduction in LTS instructor wages.  Centre operational costs have increased considerably, whilst visitations have remained static. 
 
These operational trends are summarised in Error! Reference source not found.1 below: 
 
Table 1 MRC Aquatic Centres Employee/Operational Costs and Visitation Trends 2014/15 - 2017/18 
 

Aquatic Centre 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Change from 2014/15 to 2017/18 
 Memorial Swim Centre 

Visitations 36,375 30,387 34,245 30,974 -5,401 
Total Council Expenditure  $283,790.17   $267,620.20   $210,551.51   $481,155.99   $197,365.82  
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Aquatic Centre 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Change from 2014/15 to 2017/18 
Net Council Operating (Loss)  $283,790.17   $267,620.20   $182,619.92   $442,664.03   $158,873.86  
Total Council Operating 
(Loss/Visit) 

 $7.80   $8.81   $5.33   $14.29   $6.49  

 Pioneer Swim Centre 
Visitations 41,906 33,755 42,700 29,239 -12,667 
Total Council Expenditure  $146,039.63   $161,530.57   $150,149.87   $307,191.39   $161,151.76  
Net Council Operating (Loss)  $141,872.96   $115,475.22   $122,948.28   $262,476.86   $120,603.90  
Total Council Operating 
(Loss/Visit) 

 $3.39   $3.42   $2.88   $8.98   $5.59  

 Mirani Swim Centre 
Visitations 26,730 26,556 21,626 13,338 -13,392 
Total Council Expenditure  $148,942.75   $136,071.09   $171,690.02   $254,280.14   $105,337.39  
Net Council Operating (Loss)  $148,942.75   $136,071.09   $171,690.02   $254,280.14   $105,337.39  
Total Council Operating 
(Loss/Visit) 

 $5.57   $5.12   $7.94   $19.06   $13.49  

 Sarina Swim Centre 
Visitations 13,711 30,136 30,180 16,785 3,074 
Total Council Expenditure  $83,854.91   $86,370.62   $74,378.97   $98,832.91   $14,978.00  
Net Council Operating (Loss)  $81,276.82   $86,337.38   $74,378.97   $98,832.91   $17,556.09  
Total Council Operating 
(Loss/Visit) 

 $5.93   $2.86   $2.46   $5.89  -$0.04  

 Bluewater Lagoon 
Visitations 186,833 208,657 211,108 202,107 15,274 
Total Council Expenditure  $1,708,785.57   $1,511,420.70   $1,535,884.25   $1,563,542.69  -$145,242.88  
Net Council Operating (Loss)  $1,707,131.41   $1,504,946.24   $1,523,931.35   $1,563,542.69  -$143,588.72  
Total Council Operating 
(Loss/Visit) 

 $9.14   $7.21   $7.22   $7.74  -$1.40  

 
The business review does not incorporate employee costs as the contract operator is responsible for all employee expenses with the exception of 
Council’s internal administration costs.  The business review indicates that all centres have experienced an increase in the total Council operating loss/ 
visit. 
 
2. Aquatic Education Programs 
 
Traditionally in a residential area close to high use water location areas higher than average use is made of aquatic programs as residents make it a 
priority to ensure children are taught to swim so they can maximise use of the surrounding aquatic environment.   
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Aquatic education should be the main income source for Council’s aquatic facilities, however all centres have a low visitation rate (1.9% of total 
visitation 2017/18).  Memorial and Pioneer Swim Centres also have declining learn-to-swim visitation.   This can be seen in the following Learn to Swim 
Program enrolment revenue trends: 
 
 
Table 2 Mackay Regional Council Aquatic Centres Learn to Swim (LTS) Visitation Review 2014/15 to 2017/18 

Aquatic Centre 2014/15 2017/18 Net Change 2014/15 to 2017/18 

Memorial Swim Centre LTS Visitation 1,067 272 -795 
Pioneer Swim Centre LTS Visitation  5,002 2,960 -2,042 
Mirani Swim Centre LTS Visitation 1,449 819 -630 
Sarina Swim Centre LTS Visitation 410 1,513 1,103 
Combined Aquatic Centres LTS 
Visitation 

7,928 5,564 -2,364 

 
The lack of programmable water spaces at each facility will also be impacting on these programs.   Whilst the LTS traditional main income and program 
source for aquatic centres is considered low, this has meant a reduction in staffing costs. 
 
 
3. Combined Aquatic Facilities Financial Review 
 
In line with identifying the potential best future management model OPG have summarised current visitation and financial results for the five facilities 
for the 2017/18 season. 
 
Table 3 2017/18 Mackay Aquatic Centres Financial Summary 

Aquatic Centres Annual Visitation Annual Council Expenditure Net Council Operating 
Profit/(Loss) 

Bluewater Lagoon  202,107 $1,563,542.69 $1,563,543 
Memorial Swim Centre  30,974 $481,155.99 $442,664.03 
Pioneer Swim Centre 29,239 $307,191.39 $262,476.86 
Mirani Swim Centre  13,338 $254,280.14 $254,280.14 
Sarina Swim Centre  16,785 $98,832.91 $98,832.91 
Total 292,443 $2,705,003 $2,621,797 

 
The combined three aquatic facilities in the urban Mackay region are estimated to be attracting approximately 292,000 annual visits with 69% of these 
being at Bluewater Lagoon where there is no entry charge. 
 
The annual combined expenditure is estimated at $2.705M.  The net operating cost is estimated at $2.622M. 
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4. Capital Works and Asset Maintenance and Replacement 
Based on the Aquatic Facilities Condition Assessment, January 2018 (Liquid Blu), the following rectification works are recommended: 
 
Bluewater Lagoon 
Items of particular urgency include: 

• Investigation and rectification of Waterplay structure • Investigation of chemical monitoring equipment by service 
personnel.

The entirety of all lagoons will require resurfacing, which requires demolition of the existing render, surface preparation, and render application. This 
type of works can be handled in the next 5 years during an off-peak period, and gives council time to secure the required funds and engage a 
competent contractor. 
 
Memorial Swim Centre 
Items of particular urgency include: 

• Repair and replacement of corroded metal fixings throughout 
the pool, concourse and equipment room.  

• Repair of bund lining for hypochlorite tank, and improvement 
to chlorine delivery apparatus.  Alternatively, a switch to a 
granular chlorine dosing system would reduce operational and 
handling risk and ensure that the facility is compliant with 
AS3780 in the long term. 

• Inspection, repair and replacement if required of automatic 
pool chemical controller and associated dosing equipment 

• Repair of failing tiles that are either broken or delaminating. 
This needs to be supported by a wider investigation; 
delamination of tiles is often indicative of a global adhesive 
failure, and a complete refurbishment of pool finishes. 

• Repaint of pool floor. 

Works that involve shutting down and draining the pool (such as replacement of filtered water returns) provide an opportunity to undertake multiple 
items in one package to economize the cost of refurbishment. It is recommended to review and replace the filtered water returns in the floor of the 
pool, along with the pipework connected to it, to ensure it can achieve modern turnover targets. This is most economically done whilst the pool is 
drained for retiling. Works on the filtration plant could also be conducted at this time.  The condition assessment does not provide advice on the 
standard of the 50m pool shell and/ or estimate its remaining useful life.   
 
Pioneer Swim Centre 
Items of particular urgency include: 

• Repair of damaged fiberglass lip to G-gutter 

• Replacement of granular chlorination equipment 

• Repair and replacement of corroded metal fixings throughout 
the pool, concourse and equipment room. 

• Repair of failing tiles that are either broken or delaminating, 
and pool jointing. This needs to be supported by a wider 
investigation; delamination of tiles is often indicative of a 
global adhesive failure, and a complete refurbishment of pool 
finishes is sometimes required. 

Works that involve shutting down and draining the pool (such as replacement of filtered water returns) provide an opportunity to multiple items in one 
package to economize the cost of refurbishment. It is recommended to review and replace the filtered water returns in the floor of the pool, along 
with the pipework connected to it, to ensure it can achieve modern turnover targets. This is most economically done whilst the pool is drained for 
retiling. Works on the filtration plant could also be conducted at this time. 
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Mirani Swim Centre 
Items of particular urgency include: 

• In addition to the above, repair and replacement of corroded 
metal fixings throughout the pool, concourse and equipment 
room are required. 

• Repair of bund lining for hypochlorite tank, and improvement 
to chlorine delivery apparatus 

• Inspection, repair and replacement if required of automatic 
pool chemical controller and associated dosing equipment 

• Alternatively, a switch to a granular chlorine dosing system 
would reduce operational and handling risk and ensure that the 
facility is compliant with AS3780 in the long term. 

• Works that involve shutting down and draining the pool (such as 
replacement of filtered water returns) provide an opportunity 
to multiple items in one package to economize the cost of 
refurbishment. It is recommended to review and replace the 
filtered water returns in the floor of the pool, along with the 
pipework connected to it, to ensure it can achieve modern 
turnover targets. This is most economically done whilst the 
pool is drained for retiling. Works on the filtration plant could 
also be conducted at this time. 

 
Sarina Swim Centre 
The Sarina Swim Centre is owned and maintained by Education Queensland. 

2.1.3 Market Research and Consultation  

The competing catchments of Council’s urban aquatic centres places stronger emphasis on the need to ensure future categorisation and differential of 
Council’s aquatic facilities, programs and services to minimise user catchment competition across Council’s aquatic assets.   
 
The development of modern contemporary aquatic facilities at the CQU campus is supported and needed for a regional centre such as Mackay to 
upgrade current competition, training and event facilities.  Once open though, this facility will directly compete for users with the Memorial Swim 
Centre as the catchment populations cross over.  This indicates the opportunity to close Memorial Swim Centre as it already competes with close-by 
Bluewater Lagoon which has modern leisure water at no cost entry.   
 
Reviews of Memorial Swim Centre indicate it has the second highest cost per user, has significant capital improvements required to keep operational 
and costs Council on average, historically, more than $200,000 to remain operational each year. 
 
From a future aquatic facility gap perspective, the high growth population densities of the far northern beaches and broader north-western localities are underserviced 
by access to aquatic facilities.  This lack of accessible aquatic facilities in the northern beaches will be exacerbated by future anticipated population growth.  
 
The Working Group for the Northern Beaches Community Hub is investigating recreational opportunities for children and young adults and has identified water play as 
core element to be included within the design. 
 
To support the viability of Mackay aquatic centres, the facility mix, design, programs and services should be set up to allow people to participate in a 
range of activities.  Aquatic facility trends are shifting towards centres that attract all user markets, including from the recreation and leisure; 
competitive/ training/ fitness; education; and health and therapy markets.  
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In accordance with contemporary trends for the most financially sustainable aquatic centres, the following components should be considered in any 
future development of aquatic facilities in Mackay: 

• Provide a mix of water options, including a mix of indoor/ 
outdoor pools with varying depths and temperatures.  

• Provide and increase focus towards high revenue generating 
complementary service areas such as merchandise and food and 
beverage services. 

• Co-locate aquatic facilities with a range of other leisure 
facilities and services.  

• Consider the provision of health and fitness, wellness and 
sports medicine options.

Mackay aquatic centres provide a range of social and health benefits to the community.  In order to develop, maintain, manage and re-life the aquatic 
centres, large capital and operating investment is required.  On this basis, it is important that Council’s investment maximises community use and 
benefits, and supports assets reaching their full useful life.  It is imperative that Council develop, report and monitor a set of challenging, yet 
achievable performance measures for the aquatic centres, aligned to broader policies.   
 
In a suitable location, with strong surrounding catchment, and effective management, contemporary aquatic centres can be attractive to several 
sections of the community and reduce the financial burden on Council. 

2.2 Urban and Rural/Local Facility Provision 

Council’s six aquatic centres are located across urban and rural localities as follows: 

• Urban Aquatic Centres: 

o Bluewater Lagoon 

o Memorial Swim Centre 

o Pioneer Swim Centre 

o MRSP Aquatic Centre (to be developed).

• Rural Aquatic Centres: 

o Mirani Swim Centre 

o Seaforth Wading Pool. 

o Sarina Swim Centre. 

2.2.1 Proposed Future Urban Area Aquatic Facility Provision 

Council’s two current aquatic centres (excluding Bluewater Lagoon and the yet to be developed MRSP Aquatic Centre) offer very similar facility mixes 
and have competing catchments.  The location of the new MRSP Aquatic Centre is a further 4.3km to the south of Memorial Swim Centre but over 
10km’s from the Pioneer Swim Centre and 15km’s from the Northern Beaches area.   
 
On this basis, the MRSP Aquatic Centre once open will become the main aquatic centre for the city for competition, events and training and will 
directly compete for users from Memorial Swim Centre but is expected to have minimal impact on Pioneer Swim Centre usage due to its distance from 
this facility and access time for people to travel to this facility. 
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This indicates once the MRSP Aquatic Centre is operational, the Memorial Swim Centre should be considered for closure.  The Pioneer Swim Centre 
should remain operational and be improved.  Further investigations on the need for aquatic facilities in the Northern Beaches area should be supported. 
 
Under these strategies this would see the following aquatic centre category provision: 

• City Wide Competition, Training Education and Events Aquatic Centre: MRSP Aquatic Centre 

• City Wide Recreation and Leisure Water Centre: Bluewater Lagoon 

• Northern District Aquatic Centre: Pioneer Swim Centre. 

2.2.2 5km Radius Catchments – Mackay Regional Council Urban Swim Centres 

Current population living within 5km radiuses of the urban aquatic centres highlight any cross over in user catchment zones. The results indicate the 
close location of centres with a significant cross over in competing user catchments. This is seen in Figure 1 that illustrates the competing user 
catchments of Councils four urban swim centres (including the soon to be developed MRSP) 
 

Figure 1 5km Radius Catchments – Mackay Regional Council Urban Swim Centres 
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2.2.3 Rural and Local Facility Provision 

Mirani Swim Centre services a clear local catchment and part of the aquatic needs of people living in the areas to its west.  With an estimated drive 
time of approximately 36 minutes from the Mirani Swim Centre to the new MRSP Aquatic Centre, the community would have a long return drive time to 
the larger aquatic facility with a wider variety of water and program options of just over 70 minutes.  This clearly supports the need to retain and over 
time improve Mirani Swim Centre as a district rural aquatic centre. 
 
Sarina Swim Centre services its immediate population local catchment.   With an estimated drive time of approximately 28 minutes from the Sarina 
Swim Centre to the new MRSP Aquatic Centre, the community is slightly closer to the larger aquatic facility with a wider variety of water and program 
options but at just under 60 minutes’ return drive this supports retention of the Sarina swim Centre as a district rural aquatic centre. 

2.3 Future Aquatic Strategy Framework 

The recommended future Mackay Aquatic Strategy Framework is summarised below based on: 

• Future provision of aquatic centres; 

• Future direction of individual aquatic centres; and 

• Future management arrangements. 

2.3.1 Future Facility Provision  

To service the full range of aquatic uses, maximise viability and avoid unnecessary competition between centres, Mackay Regional Council needs to 
ensure better physical separation of and have clear differentiation between its aquatic centres.  Given the location and size of the current population 
and predicted future population growth, it is recommended that four categories be established: 

• Citywide - Leisure  

Serves the entire City catchment and acts as a tourism attractor incorporating high quality and high capacity leisure facilities that support 
recreation, leisure & adventure; and fitness & training activities. 

• Citywide – Competition, Training, Education and Events  

Serves the entire City catchment and acts as a competition, training, education and events facility attractor incorporating high quality and high 
capacity aquatic facilities that support fitness & training activities. 

• District Aquatic Centres 

Serves residents from numerous communities and has an expanded facility mix incorporating facility elements that supports recreation, leisure 
& adventure; fitness & training; education; and therapy activities.   

• District – Aquatic Leisure  
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Serves cluster of communities/ suburbs from its immediate surrounding catchment with leisure facilities that support recreation, leisure & 
adventure. 

Based on this study’s findings the following classification of Council aquatic centres is recommended to guide future investment over the next 20 years. 
 

Table 4  Proposed Classification of Mackay Regional Council Aquatic Centres   

Classification Aquatic Centre Strategic Direction 

Citywide – Leisure Bluewater Lagoon The Bluewater Lagoon is Mackay’s major aquatic leisure facility attracting a mix of local and tourism 
visitors.  To improve the viability of this facility, improvements that have an ability to charge users and 
have a commercial focus are recommended. 

City Wide 
Competition, 
Training, Education 
& Events 

MRSP Aquatic Centre 
(New) 

Currently under construction, the MRSP Aquatic Centre is located within a more accessible position to 
service the Mackay central and southern localities.  The facility mix provides an expanded range of water 
spaces more consistent with contemporary aquatic centres. 
 

District Aquatic 
Centres 

Pioneer Swim Centre  With a new Northern Beaches Aquatic Centre recommended, it is important to differentiate the Pioneer 
Swim Centre from this proposed new northern aquatic centre.  With its proximity to surrounding open 
space used for fitness purposes, including walk/cycle paths and outdoor fitness equipment, the Pioneer 
Swim Centre is well positioned to have an increased focus on aquatic and land based fitness programs.   

Memorial Swim Centre  Following the opening of the MRSP, it is recommended that Memorial Swim Centre be decommissioned 
and closed.  

Mirani Swim Centre  Future development does not conflict with or duplicate sub-regional or Citywide facilities. Incremental 
improvements commensurate with site limitations. 

Sarina Swim Centre Future development does not conflict with or duplicate sub-regional or Citywide facilities. Incremental 
improvements commensurate with site limitations. 

Northern Beaches 
Aquatic Centre      
(New) 

Given the high existing and projected population in the City’s northern growth corridor and the lack of 
water space in this area, a new Northern Beaches Aquatic Centre developed as a district aquatic centre 
can service the entire northern corridor. A feasibility study to determine the components and cost needs 
to be completed to meet future population growth.  

District – Aquatic 
Leisure  

Northern Beaches Hub  
(New) 

Investigate the opportunity for water play elements incorporated into future planning and development 
of the proposed Northern Beaches Hub.   

2.3.2 Future Direction of Individual Aquatic Centres  

The recommended future direction for each aquatic centre, including their proposed development priority, are outlined below.  Recommendations 
assume Council will undertake the identified rectification works outlined with the Aquatic Facilities Condition Assessment, January 2018 (Liquid Blu).  
Time frames for recommendations are notionally classified as: 
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• Short Term:  0 – 5 years; 

• Medium Term:  6 – 10 years;  

• Long Term:  11 - 20 years. 

 
 
Table 5  Future Direction of Individual Aquatic Centres 

Mackay Regional Sports Precinct Aquatic Centre (New) 

Overview  
The planned MRSP Aquatic Centre is due to open in early 2019 and is intended to service the local community needs of the CBD and 
southern Mackay, the educational needs of CQU students and the high performance/ major aquatic event needs of the Mackay region.  
The Centre will offer a wider range of pools than currently provided by Council’s other aquatic centres. 

Priority  

1. Finalise the construction and commission of the new MRSP Aquatic Centre. Short Term  
 
Memorial Swim Centre    

Overview  
Memorial Swim Centre is an ageing, non-contemporary facility mix that is costly to maintain and not attractive to the broader 
community.  Significant investment is likely to be required to rectify several site defects, including several tasks to be undertaken with 
urgency.  ‘The Memorial 50m pool structure appears stable and concrete cores have indicated sound dense concrete with low chloride 
level. It is probable the structure will have a life of a further 10-15 years [from 2011] before major reinforcement corrosion or 
significant repair of replacement would need consideration’ (Fong, Condition Report 2011).  The MRSP Aquatic Centre has been 
identified to service the future competition, training, education and event facility needs city wide and specifically for the central/ 
southern Mackay catchments.  The location of the MRSP Aquatic Centre is better placed to service the central/ southern catchments as 
it is a further 4.3km to the south of Memorial Swim Centre and over 10km’s from the Pioneer Swim Centre.  On this basis, these two 
aquatic centres will have less competition between each other than Memorial and Pioneer Swim Centres currently have.  The retention 
of Memorial Swim Centre following the opening of the MSRP Aquatic Centre would result in an unnecessary duplication of facilities, 
programs and services within competing catchments.  This competition would dilute the use and viability of both centres and result in 
an increased amount of operating funding from Council.  Significant investment is likely to be required in order to bring the current 
facility mix back to standard, however this current facility mix is considered not to meet the contemporary expectations of 
communities relating to aquatic facilities.    
 

Priority  

1. Complete a review on future use of the site. 
2. Following the commissioning of the MRSP Aquatic Centre, decommission the Memorial Swim Centre.   

Short Term  
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Bluewater Lagoon   

Overview  
The Lagoon precinct has largely remained unchanged since its opening approaching ten years ago.  The water mix is very similar and 
largely supports recreational swimming only.  The fully free entry environment has resulted in high operating costs to Council.  
Visitation is decreasing and the operating deficit is increasing.  The most urgent identified repairs will be costly, including resurfacing 
(demolition of the existing render, surface preparation, and render application) all lagoons and investigation and rectification of the 
waterplay structure.   
Bluewater Lagoon is located within a central, visible location in the CBD and adjacent to Mackay’s major shopping centre (Canelands).  
This position lends itself to support more commercialised activity (eg. Learn-to-swim, health and fitness) with the introduction of pay-
to-use elements that complement existing free-use facilities that will increase site activity and improve viability. 

Priority  

Complete a feasibility study to investigate the opportunity to build off this high use facility new, high attractor 
commercial/ user pays facilities, potentially incorporating: 

1. Adventure Slides: 
• 2 x flume entry water slides  
• Allow for a space 150m2 for two sealed external waterslides and tower.  

2. Health and Fitness Centre (maximise street frontage): 
• Program Rooms (Dividable x 2) – 320m2 
• Gymnasium / weights room – 570m2  
• Health and Fitness Circulation/stairs – 30m2  
• Health and Fitness Amenities and Change – 115m2 
• Testing/ consultation rooms (x 2) – 30m2 
• Reception/ Offices / Administration / Staff Room – 250m2.  

Cost Estimate to be 
determined 

Short Term  

 
 
Northern Beaches Aquatic Centre (New) 

Overview  
The high population areas within the far northern beaches and broader north-western localities are underserviced by access to aquatic 
facilities.  This lack of accessible aquatic facilities in the northern beaches will be exacerbated by future anticipated growth.  
Northern Beaches is a more central, accessible location to service the central/ northern catchments than Pioneer Swim Centre.  On this 
basis, a new site in Northern Beaches for a new Aquatic Centre will better meet the community needs as a sub-regional centre.  A sub-
regional centre would typically include a 50m pool, however given the Mackay region will have three 50m pools retained and available 
within its supply, a 25m pool only is recommended for the Northern Beaches.  A 50m pool will continue to be accessible to the northern 
Mackay catchment at Pioneer Swim Centre. 

Priority  
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Complete a feasibility study to develop a new Northern Beaches Aquatic Centre, incorporating suggested 
elements such as: 

1. Aquatic Elements: 
• New 25m x 25m (8 lane) pool with ramp access and moveable bulkhead – 1,088m2 
• Indoor Toddlers/Leisure and Learn to Swim Pool – 500m2 
• Indoor Warm Water Program Pool (including steam, spa) – 500m2 
• Water Play Splash Pad – 120m2 
• Tower and Waterslides (x 2 slides, flume entry) – 150m2 
• Support Facilities – 470m2 

o Storage 
o First aid room 
o Aquatic office 
o Wet lounge 
o Plant room 

• Aquatic Change Rooms and Amenities – 200m2 
• Family/Special Needs Change – 60m2 
• Pool deck showers – 10m2. 

2. Health and Fitness Centre: 
• Program Rooms (Dividable x 2) - 320m2 
• Gymnasium / weights room - 570m2  
• Health and Fitness Circulation/stairs - 30m2  
• Health and Fitness Amenities and Change - 115m2 
• Testing/ consultation rooms (x 2) - 30m2. 

3. Entry/ Reception  
• Shared Foyer / Reception / Merchandising – 250m2 
• Food and Beverage Areas – 190m2  
• Offices / Administration / Staff Rooms – 160m2 
• Public Toilets – 90m2. 
• Set aside adjacent land area for the future potential expansion of the Centre 

 

Cost Estimate to be 
determined 

Medium Term  
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Pioneer Swim Centre 

Overview  
Pioneer Swim Centre is an ageing, non-contemporary facility mix that is costly to maintain and not attractive to the broader 
community.  Pioneer Swim Centre is not considered an optimum location to service the majority of the northern catchment given its 
distance from the far northern beaches and broader north-western localities.    
In order to service the full range of aquatic uses, maximise viability and avoid unnecessary competition between centres, Mackay 
Regional Council needs to ensure better physical separation of and have clear differentiation between its aquatic centres.  On this 
basis, and to avoid unnecessary duplication and competition with Bluewater Lagoon and the proposed new Northern Beaches Aquatic 
Centre, Pioneer Swim Centre is recommended to become a district, fitness focused aquatic centre focusing on facilities that support 
aquatic and land based fitness programs and services. 

Priority  

Redevelop over time Pioneer Swim Centre as an aquatic – fitness centre, incorporating: 
1. Heat outdoor 50m to support year-round use (monies allocated in 2018/19 for installation). 
2. Cover approximately 50% of the outdoor 50m pool to support sun-safe activity. 
3. Indoor Warm Water Program Pool (including steam, spa) – 500m2. 
4. Outdoor gymnasium (shaded): 

• Soft fall multipurpose area 
• Spin cycle zone 
• Cross-fit zone 
• Weights zone.   

 

Cost Estimate to be 
determined 

Medium Term  

 
 
Sarina Swim Centre  

Overview  
Given the modest size of the Sarina Swim Centre catchment, its proximity to the new MRSP Aquatic Centre, and its rural location, a 6-
lane x 25m outdoor pool adequately supports the local swimming needs of the community.  Those members of the community requiring 
access to increased or more contemporary aquatic facilities are within a reasonable driving distance to the soon to be developed, MRSP 
Aquatic Centre.  On this basis, and in consideration of the relatively low cost to Council of the Sarina Swim Centre, it is important 
Council continue to negotiate community access with Education Queensland. 

Priority  

1. Maintain community access to the Sarina Swim Centre. 
Refer to 4.3.3 Management Arrangements, Rural and Local Aquatic Centres below for recommended future management approach. 
 

Ongoing  
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Mirani Swim Centre   

Overview  
Mirani Swim Centre facilities are consistent with other North Queensland pools located within a rural area.  The physical site is close to 
the town centre and local schools.  Those members of the community requiring access to increased or more contemporary aquatic 
facilities are within a reasonable driving distance to the soon to be developed, MRSP Aquatic Centre.   

Priority  

1. Maintain current community access to the Mirani Swim Centre. 
Refer to 4.3.3 Management Arrangements, Rural and Local Aquatic Centres below for recommended future management approach. 

Ongoing  

 

2.3.3 Future Management Arrangements  

Council currently contracts out the management of its aquatic centres and does not currently have the internal expertise to support the contemporary 
management of the aquatic centres.   
 
Industry trends over the past few years have seen a major drop off in contract management competitive tenders due to a lack of companies tendering 
for management rights.  In the previous decade, two large pool management companies managing scores of public pools predominantly in southern 
states went into receivership leaving Councils with the problem of making alternative arrangements to manage these centres.  This resulted in a 
lessening of competition for the management of public pools in these states.  There are a handful of mid-size firms managing multiple aquatic facilities 
in Queensland.  However, given the market is not fully competitive, leasing Council’s aquatic centres to external operators may not necessarily result 
in the best value for money outcome to Council.  In the case of Mackay, however as Council does not have the specialised experience of managing 
contemporary aquatic and leisure facilities, it is recommended that the current lease management model be retained.   
 
Though these companies initially recorded operating cost savings it was usually due to lower wage rates and their own awards that were not impacted 
by penalty rates for out of hours and weekend work.  Over the years though increasing labour, services and maintenance costs have impacted on the 
savings and with many aged facilities not attracting new users the operating costs have quickly increased.  Therefore, the most common approach to 
managing public pools in Queensland has been a lease arrangement or internal Council management. Depending on the scale of facilities, lessees of 
Council aquatic facilities range from small ‘mum and dad’ operators to large, national pool management companies.   
 
The future management model chosen for Mackay Aquatic Facilities needs to reflect the need to broaden the base of facilities and use and improve 
usage and financial performance, as well as look after the maintenance of the aquatic facility assets.  Importantly the management model will need to 
reflect how much control and responsibility Council wants to have with these facilities and how much control it is prepared to give off. 
 
There are advantages and disadvantages to all options.  A key issue that will impact on the decision is the lack of competitive tendering (low number of 
companies capable and able to tender for such contracts) that has occurred over the past few years.   
 
The current facilities low level of usage and business, particularly in the urban aquatic centres, is also a critical issue with outdoor pools low usage, 
lack of programming, low revenue generating activities, high operating losses and the small-scale facilities are not lending themselves to being 
competitively market tested when they are contracted out or leased. 
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In order for Council to foster an expanded competitive tender environment the operating arrangement strategies and management conditions outlined 
in Urban Area Aquatic Centres below should be incorporated over the next term of agreements. 
 
Following the implementation of these strategies at the end of the next management terms, Council should be in the best position to better market 
test the contract/lease management market place to see if a lease returns a better sustainable network of facilities than direct Council management.   
 
In recognition of the varying facility mix and scale and surrounding catchments, the framework for the future management of Council’s aquatic centres 
have been classified into: 

• Rural District Aquatic Centres; and  

• Urban Area Aquatic Centres. 

 

Rural District Aquatic Centres 
 
Given the small range of facilities and a lower surrounding catchment compared to urban aquatic centres, it is recommended Council continue to 
maintain its existing management arrangements for the Mirani and Sarina Swim Centres.  In particular, the following strategies should be incorporated: 

• Maintain the partnership with Education Queensland to ensure 
ongoing community access to the Sarina Swim Centre; 

• Sarina Swim Centre expand contract terms to include an 
increased focus on program development, delivery and 
reporting; 

• Expand contract terms at the Mirani Swim Centre to include an 
increased focus on program development, delivery and 
reporting; and  

• Ensure the Mirani Swim Centre lease continues to incorporate 
Swim Centre and Caravan Park responsibilities under the one 
agreement.

Urban Area Aquatic Centres 
 
Based on Council not having the specialised experience of managing contemporary aquatic and leisure facilities, it is recommended all urban area 
Aquatic Centres be leased to an experienced operator.   
 
In order for Council to foster an expanded competitive tender environment in future, the following strategies should be a focus of operating 
arrangements and management conditions over the next term of agreements:  

• Increased data collection and reporting to support improved 
analytics;  

• Upgraded/ expanded and improved to attract more users and 
revenue,  

• Have significant ongoing programs and services to attract more 
regular use; and  

• Have more sustainable management and staff practices in place 
linked to improved business. 
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Further, the following key principles are recommended under the lease management approach: 

• Incorporate into the tender package, Council’s expectations on the key operating terms: 

o Management objectives 

o Access Arrangements  

o Alcohol 

o Asset Management  

o Caretaker Residence  

o Catering/ Retail 

o Communication  

o Designated Representative  

o Environmental Management  

o Facility Works 

o Fees and Charges  

o Inspection  

o Insurance  

o Lease Fee/ Subsidisation 

o Marketing  

o Operating Hours  

o Outgoings  

o Performance Management  

o Permitted Use  

o Public Statements 

o Reporting  

o Risk Management  

o Security Bond  

o Security and Supervision  

o Signage and Acknowledgement  

o Software 

o Sponsorship  

o Staff Qualifications and Accreditation  

o Term  

o Water Quality; 
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• Investigate the appointment the one (1) company to manage all of Council’s urban area aquatic centres (including Bluewater Lagoon) to 
support: 

o Economies of scale savings 

o Reduced cost to Council as a result of administrative savings associated with the management of only one contract  

o Minimise the subsidy from Council to the operator 

o Encourage shared staffing across centres 

o Improved capacity to introduce specialist staff across centres (eg. health and fitness, programs, membership, marketing) 

o Increased opportunity to attract capital funding partnership with the operator 

o Include considerations for recommended improved/ expanded facility mix across centres (eg. adventure slides, health and fitness); 

• Ensure operator agreement includes a range of measurable performance indicators, including a focus on program development, delivery and 
reporting. 

 
 

3. Warranties and Disclaimers 

The information contained in this report is provided in good faith.  While Otium Planning Group has applied their own experience to the task, they have relied upon 
information supplied to them by other persons and organisations. 
 
We have not conducted an audit of the information provided by others but have accepted it in good faith.  Some of the information may have been provided 
‘commercial in confidence’ and as such these venues or sources of information are not specifically identified.  Readers should be aware that the preparation of this 
report may have necessitated projections of the future that are inherently uncertain and that our opinion is based on the underlying representations, assumptions and 
projections detailed in this report. 
 
There will be differences between projected and actual results, because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected and those differences may be 
material.  We do not express an opinion as to whether actual results will approximate projected results, nor can we confirm, underwrite or guarantee the achievability 
of the projections as it is not possible to substantiate assumptions which are based on future events. 
 
Accordingly, neither Otium Planning Group, nor any member or employee of Otium Planning Group, undertakes responsibility arising in any way whatsoever to any 
persons other than client in respect of this report, for any errors or omissions herein, arising through negligence or otherwise however caused. 
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